Introduction.
It is the purpose of the paper to establish the following result 0):
For a prime p = 17 (mod 24), there is no E.A. in R(p112) except possibly for p = 17, 41, 89, 113, and 137.
It is known that for p = 17, 41 the field is Euclidean. The only doubtful cases are £ = 89, 113, and 137.
The method used is a refinement of the previous paper, by introducing Euler's summation formula and a new estimation of character sum.
The numbering of theorems and lemmas continues from I, and the notations of I are preserved, for example p denotes a prime, [£] denotes the integral part of £ and qx<q2<q3 denote the least three primes which are quadratic non-residues, mod p.
Lemmas involving primes.
Lemma 17. For 11^*^10\ li x -li x112 < x(*) < li X (Rosser, Theorems 1 and 3).
Lemma 18. For *^400, #(*)>(1 -0.139)*.
Proof. For *<106 use Theorem 7(2) of Rosser, and for *>106, use (10)(3) of Rosser.
Lemma 19. For 401 ^a^b^a2, 1
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aéqéi g2 a log a where q runs over primes.
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(1) Editor's footnote. The proof given here is entirely different from that given in L. Rédei, Zur Frage des Euklidischen Algorithmus in quadratischen Zahlkörpern, Math. Ann. vol. 118 (1942) pp. 588-608. In that paper Rédei proved that the Euclidean algorithm does not exist in quadratic fields ä(m"2) if m>41 has the form 24w + 17. The paper is unknown to the author and arrived only recently in this country.
(2) For0<xgl06, x-2.78x1'!!<t3(x). (») For x>e13*, d(x) > (1 -0.0393)*.
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. For the sake of brevity, we write e(x) = eirix, and we use <R* to denote the real part of *.
We have Hence the inequality of the lemma follows.
In particular, when m = l, we have 0 = 0. Hence the equality follows. Proof.
( 1 ) Using sin x ^ x for 0 ¿ x á 7r/2, we have 
4. Result concerning character sums.
Lemma 24. Let p>10" and let
where the prime denotes that the sum runs over quadratic non-residues mod p.
Ifqx"3, qi>pl<2/37.5, q3^(p/5)li*, then, for l-gA<10pw, we have
Proof. We have
where q runs over the primes, since all positive integers less than 3(p/5)112 which are not divisible by 92 but are exactly divisible by either 3 or 33 = 27 are quadratic non-residues, mod p.
Since 2A X27<540pll*<p, we have, by Lemma 21,
Since Sl^+lXSlO^ + lX/j, we have, by Lemma 23,
By the same lemma, we have
since [x] -{tf}Jgl/4 for all x. Similarly,
by Lemma 19. Hence Therefore, by Lemmas 21 and 24,
Lemma 26, Let /> = 1 (mod 4), ¿&e« under the conditions of Lemma 24, we have q> < 3p"2.
Proof. We have, for A <q3,
By Lemma 7 of I, we have g3<7.5/>1/2<10/>1/2, therefore for A =q3 -1 we have, by Lemma 25 (if A <p112, the result is trivial), Lemma 27. We have, for q>0,
which lies between (4+2)(^4 -q)/2q and (.4 -g/2 + l)2/2g.
Let b>a and let g(x) with its first two derivatives be continuous for a¿x<b. <b,(--3q
where R=li q or 0 according as 3q does or does not divide a-\q.
Proof. Let g(x) =li a/(3x+\). Then 3a g'(*) = «"(*) (3x + X)2log (a/(3x + \)) 9a(2 log (a/(3x + X)) -1) (3x + X)3log2(<z/(3s + X))' and for 1 g3x+X^ (l/e)a, g"(x) is monotonically decreasing, since the function (2u -l)/u2 is monotonically decreasing for w>l.
By Lemma 28, ¿Z -log log-< -I z log log-dx H-log log ■- 6. The growth of smaller quadratic non-residues.
Lemma 32. Let p = \ (mod 4), £>10*, gi = 3. Then 5q2q3<p.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that 5q2q3^p. Then
(1) q3 > (P/S)1'*.
By Lemma 7 of I, we have qs^p1i*/(l-l/3)(l-í/5) =7.5¿>1'í. If qt<pw/37.5, the lemma is immediate. If q2^pm/37.5, by Lemma 26, (2) q3<3p"*.
The lemma follows for q2^pv*/15. Then we may assume that (3) g2 > p™/ÍS.
By Lemma 10 of I, we have
Denoting the first side of the inequality by So, we have 1.0001 / log (5/2)/.' '2 log 2/.^2 2 log log (¿/5)l/*\ <-A21 log-) 6 Vs (log A"2 -(log 5)/2)2 [lOp^2] )
1.0001 / (4 log 10 + log 2.5)(4 log 10 + log 2) \ <-A21 log-■-h 0.0002 6 V (4 log 10 -(log5)/2)2 / -log Í log -log -J < -log (log 1500 log 1200) 3p1'2 log ((3/2) X 104) p112 2 p
